BEHAVIOUR OBSERVATION GUIDE

Name............................................ Age....................... Sex....................... Date....................

Religion.............................................. City...................... State.......................

Interest

......................................................... Enthusiastic and absorbed
......................................................... Definitely interested in Answering
......................................................... Shows an adequate amount of interest
......................................................... Lack of interest shown
......................................................... Completely uninterested
......................................................... Any other

Adjustment

......................................................... Completely at ease makes good social contact
......................................................... Better than average social confidence
......................................................... Showing some anxiety but manages to control it
......................................................... Rather anxious and poorly poised
......................................................... Extremely ill at ease and apprehensive
......................................................... Any other

Cooperation

......................................................... Cooperates readily, offers no resistance
......................................................... Somewhat negativistic and uncooperative
......................................................... Any other

Self-confidence

......................................................... Extremely self confident, gives replies with assurance.
......................................................... Rather self confident and assured
......................................................... Somewhat confident, but evinces doubts.
......................................................... Definitely inclined to distrust ability painful uncertainly and vacillation
......................................................... Any other
Social Emotional Area: Positive

......................... Shows tension release, jokes, laughs, shows satisfaction.

......................... Agrees, shows passive acceptance, understands, concurs, complies.

......................... Any other

Task Area

......................... Gives opinion, evaluation, analysis, expresses feeling, wish.

......................... Asks for opinion, evaluation, analysis expression of feeling.

......................... Asks for suggestion, direction, possible ways of action.

......................... Any other

Social Emotional Area: Negative

......................... Disagrees, shows passive rejection, formality, withholds help.

......................... Shows tension, asks for help, withdraws out of field.

......................... Any other

Reaction to praise and Encouragement

......................... Showing renewed or increased self confidence, but still recognizes limits of ability.

......................... Stimulated to try harder, even when approaching maximum ability level.

......................... Unmoved and unimpressed

......................... Any other

Awareness of and reference to the disability

......................... Looking at

......................... Pointing to

......................... Talking about

......................... Any other